
  

 
Strength based approach  

 In this approach, we train the care caregivers to understand       

themselves via group known as Saving Internal Lending 

Group (SILG). 

Particularly in these groups there are savings, social funds 

and fines which accumulate as per the time stipulated by the 

group’s constitution .These saving are later used for loaning 

members which of course enable them to expand their   

business or agricultural input increases ,later money is   

returned back with an interest   

The social fund are used to solve minor problems facing 

members in the group and at home (sickness, official 

transport and other issue deemed necessary ) 

The fines and saving are combined to form loan fund  

In these group there are elected leaders who gives guide to 

the group during the meetings. The leaders comprises 

of the chairperson, secretary treasurer and three key 

holders.   
The box above is a savor of the group, it has three lockers 

and each having a padlock whose key is in control by the key 

holder. The box is kept by treasurer who guard it until the  

next meeting which occur weekly. 

Volunteerism  

Tagarezawadi mostly works on 

volunteerism basis. Most of the  

volunteers in the  organization 

takes their time and resources to 

walk around to provide        

counselling and material      

support . We sometimes walk for 

some miles to fundraise for our 

loved   children that we serves.  

TagareZawadi is open for 

volunteers with passion and 

love facilitate the psychological   

and material development of 

our children  

Tagarezawadi currently have  4o 

children who are regularly 

visited by our CCA (community 

change agent ) to assess their 

progress  

The CCAs are always volunteers 

with passion attached with our 

organization and are willing to 

work without   compensation  

PROJECT NAME : OVC SUPPORT  

VOCATIONAL TRAINING  
This project is focusing to provide vital and focused skill training to help 

youths and young adults who did not manage to secondary school in 

Kuria west and Mabera sub-counties. Necessary skills like computer 

literacy, sewing, and entrepreneurial management to enable 

marketability in a challenging economy. It will create employment 

opportunities for disadvantaged youths and young adults - helping 

them to move from poverty and unemployment to self-sufficiency. 

Contact us via  :tagarezawadi@gmail.com   or  +254702462470  
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TagareZawadi Development 
And Education Initiative 
(TZDEI) is a community based 

organization (CBO) under registration 
number                   
KUR/W/CBO/125/2018 established in 
Mabera sub-county-Kenya with the 
mission of supporting education to  
orphans, people living with albinism , 
marginalized, street and vulnerable 
children to make them good citizen and 
have a better  future right from their 
tender age. The         organization is 
envisioning and centering the society to 
undergo developmental uniformity to 
ensure the OVC life at the society levels is 
established. 

We believe in the intrinsic God-given    

self-possession and wealth of every   

person, and that every person has    

different gifts and capacities. 

Our Strengths Based Approach identifies 

and builds on the strengths, abilities and 

assets that     communities already have. 

The           approach leads to better and 

more         sustainable development, and 

allows everyone in a community to    

participate in building a better future. 

TZDEI Uses Strengths Based Approach  to 

capacitate community members        

recognize their collective strengths, we 

encourage them to pool their assets and 

work together towards the common good 

to bring about permanent,      sustainable 

development. 

Where we are?  

  

Tagarezawadi  in 

partnership with the sub-county government 

supplied school materials (school gowns, shirts, 

shorts ,shoes, books, pens and pencils) to the 

most vulnerable children in Mabera sub-county  


